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2ABSTRACT
In current analytical approaches to rural poverty in southern Africa, the concept of
changing livelihoods stands in an inverse relation to the concept of proletarianisation. The
more we see the term livelihoods, the less we see proletarianisation. This shift reflects
criticism of Marxist work on proletarianisation for its teleology - confusing irreversibility
with inevitability - and for its functionalism - not recognising the agency of the poor,
including the struggles of people not to be proletarianised. It also reflects, however, the
current ascendancy of methodological individualism in development studies. This paper
argues that much is lost when the description of livelihoods becomes an alternative to class
analysis rather than its complement, and when agency is reduced to individual strategising.
It argues that the multiplicity and variation of rural lives in Mozambique today are the
outcome of a historical process of proletarianisation grounded in recourse to forced labour
by capitalist enterprises and the colonial state. It shows how both forced labour and resis-
tance to it shaped the ways labour and agricultural commodity markets worked and devel-
oped. The concept of changing livelihoods helps us to us to document the processes of
commoditisation that underlie both the contingency of proletarianisation and its irreversi-
bility. It thus also helps us to understand why the struggles of rural people against forced
labour and forced cropping often brought them more tightly into a world where wage-
labour was done or hired. If we become so enmeshed in documenting the complexity of
multiple livelihoods and individual creativity that we can no longer see broad patterns of
class struggle in historical change, then the concept of livelihoods becomes an ideological
mask rather than a useful working tool.
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11. SHIFTING VISIONS: FROM PROLETARIANISATION TO MULTIPLE
LIVELIHOODS
Over the last twenty years, our vision of the impact of labour migration in rural ar-
eas in Southern Africa has shifted radically. In the mid-1970s we saw imperialist regimes
carving up the countryside into labour reserves and using political instruments - taxation,
forced labour and collusion with pre-capitalist elites - to force young men to migrate to
work for a pittance. We saw WENELA/TEBA agents scattered across the region contract-
ing cheap labour. We saw the subsistence production of women in rural households pro-
ducing the labour-power of these migrant men (thus subsidising the wage that made rapid
accumulation of mining capital possible). We saw rural areas as a refuge that absorbed the
old, the incapacitated, and, in moments of market crisis, the temporarily unemployed. We
saw a process gradually undermining its own conditions of existence as rural families
became increasingly dependent on commodities, and thus monetary income, both for
current consumption and for financing investment in their own agricultural production. In
short, we saw a rapid process of proletarianisation and differentiation driven by structural
processes of accumulation of capital.
From the mid-1980s onwards, the causes, patterns and consequences of labour mi-
gration for rural life have appeared more contingent and contradictory. We no longer see
capital hungering for cheap unskilled labour, but rather mine redundancies and rural
unemployment.1 We no longer see a clear divide between household subsistence produc-
tion and migrant wage-labour. Rather we see people in rural households combining food
production with diverse ways of generating income - brewing, making charcoal, repairing
shoes, queuing for food aid, doing casual wage-labour, receiving remittances and pension
payments, selling livestock. We see no an emerging class opposition between a landless
rural proletariat and commercial farmers (black or white), but rather people earning their
livelihoods in diverse ways. Some households combine doing wage-labour with hiring
wage workers for their own fields for commercial production; others live from relief and
petty trade, others reside in the countryside but depend almost entirely on earnings from
wage employment, investing not in cattle but in the education of children or in a good
house. Households are themselves now seen to be unstable units rather than corporate
groups. We follow individual members of households with diverse gendered resources and
constraints pursuing their own livelihood strategies, which may not conform to the interests
of other household members. Men, women and children may float through various house-
2holds drawing on and contributing to household livelihoods, coping with insecurity in
diverse and unpredictable ways. In short, we talk about multiple livelihoods, or even
deagrarianisation, but we rarely mention the term 'proletarianisation.'
Cramer and Pontara have recently made an attempt to counter this analytical trend
for the case of Mozambique.2 Relying mainly on evidence from Gaza, a southern province,
they argue that literature on rural poverty in Mozambique pays too little attention to the
existence and interests of poor rural wage-workers on the one hand and to the conditions
of accumulation of agrarian capital on the other. In a critical response, Pitcher contends
that Cramer and Pontara rely on figures that exaggerate the control of capitalist enterprises
over commercial land, do not attend adequately to regional differences that tied rural
families in northern Mozambique to cash-cropping rather than migrant labour, and under-
estimate the overlapping multiple livelihood strategies in which control over land remains
important even for those who are rural wage-workers.3 She argues against the image of
sharpening class divisions implicit in the idea of proletarianisation.
The pressures that the countryside in Mozambique is facing do not lend them-
selves easily to either/or approaches such as wage labour versus land, companies
versus smallholders. Rather, the challenges are fluid and intricate, historically de-
rived and differentiated by region, by method of production, by status and by
economic position. Future research needs to recognise and disaggregate this
complexity.4
Whereas Cramer and Pontara see broad historic patterns of proletarianisation and
accumulation of capital reflected in the lives of rural women, Pitcher emphasises regional
differences in history and the need to even further disaggregate the complexity of rural
livelihoods. Marxist structural analysis of rural change and rural poverty are displaced by
an actor-oriented strategic approach towards understanding rural poverty.
In detailed description of rural livelihoods, Pitcher is on firm ground. Cramer and
Pontara would be wrong to assume that the impoverished women agricultural workers they
interviewed in Gaza are an important social category in all areas of the country. Figure 1
in the appendix, drawn from the 1997 census data, shows differences in sex-ratios across
rural adult age-groups, and thus indirectly the extent of labour migration, between Gaza,
a southern province, where Cramer and Pontara interviewed women farm workers, and
Nampula, a northern province where Pitcher has done research.
What is troubling in Pitcher's response, however, is the now familiar counterposing
of a careful analysis of livelihoods to class analysis, and the corresponding methodological
emphasis on documenting complexity. Cramer and Pontara address a reality which further
3disaggregation of complexity will never allow us to see: the relationship between long-term
structural processes of accumulation of capital and the historically and regionally diverse
ways in which rural people combine various ways of working to produce their livelihoods.
Entangled in the documentation of everyday life, we can miss the fact that proletarianisa-
tion is also real, a historical process that while not inevitable is also irreversible in South-
ern Africa.
This paper argues that if we wish to understand multiplicity and variation in rural
livelihoods today in Mozambique, we need the concept of livelihoods, but only if it em-
bedded within an understanding of proletarianisation, rather than within an alternative
framework of livelihood strategies. This means understanding the present as an ongoing
historical process, and thus returning to the colonial period to attend to the ways in which
the forced labour regime revolutionised rural livelihoods. In developing this argument, the
paper draws on a substantial body of Marxist work on proletarianisation in Africa - and on
the equally substantial body of criticism of it, particularly that of the historians of resis-
tance. Before addressing the case of Mozambique, it is therefore useful to look at this
work, and its implications for the ways in which we understand rural livelihoods today.
2. AGENCY AS STRATEGY: THE DISLOCATION OF CLASS
Emphasis on complexity, multiplicity and individual livelihood strategies is in part
a critical reaction to teleology and functionalism in Marxist scholarship in southern Africa.
We were so convinced, it is said, that African peasants were on march towards the prole-
tariat5 that we could not see anything else. We were so concerned with showing the ex-
ploitative power of capital and the state during the colonial period that we robbed African
peasants and workers of agency, their distinctive histories, and their cultural identity. Much
of this criticism is justified and backed by research.
Current research, like that of Pitcher, emphasises the complexity of rural class
structure and the contingency of proletarianisation. It is no longer assumed that there is a
continuous homogeneous pattern of increasing proletarianisation based on the cheap labour
policies of apartheid, or that the decline of non-wage contributions to household subsis-
tence is inevitable. Detailed case-studies on colonial Zimbabwe, such as Ranger's work on
Makoni, have suggested that colonial occupation and alienation of land did not necessarily
lead to the destruction of peasant production.6 Historical work on farm labour in Southern
Africa shows no clear irreversible movement towards wage-labour. Within a single district
4or even on a single farm wage-labour could co-exist with share-cropping and tenancy;
farms that used principally wage-labour at one point could revert to tenancy arrangements
and back again. Moore and Vaughan in their historical study of the Bemba labour reserve
area of Zambia show that cash-cropping has had a healthy revival.7
Consistent with its emphasis on the inevitability of proletarianisation, Marxist work
in southern Africa sometimes privileged workers' struggles and consciousness (particularly
in South Africa), assuming the ideological and organisational backwardness of the peas-
antry. Beinart and Bundy showed that by the 1920s rural struggles in South Africa reflected
the complexity and diversity of rural lives.8 They were not just isolated populist rebellions
against power, but instead linked communities, even bridging at times the rural/urban
divide. Ranger argued both that there was a distinctive peasant consciousness in Zim-
babwe, and that it had been deeply enmeshed in the struggle for independence.9
Marxist historiography in Africa has also been criticised for its functionalism - as-
suming that what endures can only do so because it reflects the interests of capital, or that
capital always accumulates. If pre-capitalist forms of lineage organization and customary
tenure survived, it was because capital needed cheap labour-power. The colonial state was
assumed to be a rational and nearly omnipotent instrument of capital. Marxist studies,
based on work such as Rey's powerful analysis of the violence of French rule in Congo
Brazzaville,10 concluded that violence of colonial rule was a necessary condition for the
penetration of capitalist relation of production in Africa. The corollary of this position was
the privileging of the state in political analysis, with relatively little attention to the politics
of everyday life.
Subsequent studies emphasise both that colonial governments could be contradic-
tory and feeble in their promotion of capitalist interests and that wage-labour and com-
modity production predated colonial rule in some areas. Historians of resistance have
argued that proletarianisation was not inevitable in Africa in part because rural people did
not want it to be. They showed workers and peasants evading, mocking, and sabotaging
those who exploited them.11 Cooper documented the importance of struggles by migrant
workers not to become a class, to invest at home, to maintain independent production.12
Isaacman argued that in stressing the devastating effects of commodity production on
African communities, Marxist scholarship on cotton production in Mozambique reduced
all cotton growers to victims, neglecting the ways in which they coped with and struggled
against the cotton regime.13 We reduced history, that is to say, to the logic of capital.
5Much of the critical work on resistance is historically rich and nuanced. Nonethe-
less, the weaknesses and lacunae it has identified in Marxist research on southern Africa
are not sufficient to explain the current infrequency of references to class in discussions
of rural poverty nor why the concept of livelihoods has come to efface rather than to
complement that of proletarianisation. Scholarship proceeds through critical exchange;
much of the best of this research addressed a Marxist problematic. Teleological function-
alism is not consistent with an analytical emphasis on contradiction and class struggle, and
thus not inherent in a critical Marxist perspective. Indeed the work of the resistance histori-
ans was inspired by Hobsbawm's Primitive Rebels and that of Aptheker, Foner and Ge-
novese writing on slavery.14 Marxist historians saw exploitation and oppression as inher-
ently conflictful. Thus resistance did not have to be explained; rather it was the ways that
it was expressed, confronted or suppressed that were of interest.
The explanation of the proletarianisation/livelihoods opposition lies elsewhere, in
the apparent post-socialist condition and the related ascendancy of micro-economic meth-
odological individualism within the social sciences in general and within development
studies in particular.15 This ascendancy is reflected in the slippage from a descriptive
concept - livelihoods - to an explanatory one - livelihood strategies. The livelihoods
framework now employed widely in development studies (and in the linked area of devel-
opment cooperation) has at its centre strategising individuals, equipped with variable
portfolios of material and non-material assets, attempting to employ them in ways that
maximise their own preferences and priorities, in an environment of risk and uncertainty.16
Like Amartya Sen, upon whose entitlements and capabilities approach they draw, the
designers of the Sustainable Livelihoods Frameworks have attempted to disrupt the neo-
liberal consensus by introducing issues of equity and vulnerability couched in the language
of neo-classical economics.17 Class is present, but only as context, one among many
complex historically derived institutions that shape the unequal distribution of assets,
capabilities and opportunities.
This is a very reduced vision of agency, power and history. Within the livelihoods
framework, structure is the contingent outcome of micro-processes of decision and thus
analytically redundant. The specificity of capitalist class relations is effaced as social
networks become possessions, possessions become assets and assets become capital. The
concept of class struggle, with its emphasis on collective agency, confrontation and politi-
cal power, is replaced by concern for the affirmation of individual agency and identity,
6understood in terms of strategising, preferences, priorities and choice. Agency is reduced
to individuals strategically choosing among options so complex that they remain largely
outside anyone's control. The legitimacy of revolutionary political agenda, positing radical
rupture with existing class relations, has yielded to concern with poverty reduction pro-
grammes that pretend to make it easier for individuals to cope by increasing or protecting
their assets, entitlements and capabilities. The social world is, universally and eternally,
a market. For the poor, there is creative coping, and affirmation of self-worth (identity and
dignity), but no class struggle.
This paper attempts to detach the concepts of livelihoods and resistance from the
micro-economic language of possessive individualism and strategic gaming and to reclaim
them for a Marxist terrain of class struggle. It argues that only by reintroducing explicit
analytical concern with long-term structural processes and the dialectical relationship
between exploitation and resistance can we understand the options that rural people in
Southern Africa confront today as they piece together their livelihoods in diverse ways that
may or may not include wage-labour. Coercion and exploitation shaped changing liveli-
hoods, but so also did the struggles of peasants and workers against them. In resisting
forced labour, Mozambican women, men and children were most often trying to protect
their livelihoods; they seldom affirmed anything as abstract as class. Yet these struggles
often had outcomes they neither predicted nor chose, including a deeper involvement in
capitalist relations of production, that is, proletarianisation.
In approaching the historical forces that shape multiple livelihoods in Mozambique
today, the paper begins not with worker and peasant struggles, but with those of capitalist
enterprises for profit. This is the world from which micro-economics draws its analytical
concepts: competing and maximising agents mobilising social and political networks to
enlist the resources of the state. But it is also a world rent by the fundamental political
divide from which micro-economics abstracts - the basic relation of exploitation between
capital and labour. The section traces how, by law and violent coercion, employers and the
colonial state used forced labour to restrict the ways in which colonised subjects could
construct their livelihoods. The paper then turns to the other side of the dialectic: practices
of resistance by rural people to forced labour and the consequences these had for where and
how they worked.
73. HUNGER FOR CHEAP LABOUR
In Mozambique, as elsewhere in Africa, historical studies do not strictly support
the interpretation that colonial rule was necessary to unleash a process that took subsis-
tence-oriented production and refashioned it through taxation and violence into production
for exchange. In the 19th century, before the gradual extension of effective Portuguese
occupation, young men were tramping to the plantations of Natal and the diamond and
gold mines of South Africa.18 Food crops and oil seeds produced by peasants moved out
of ports in Northern Mozambique and supplied coastal settlements in the19th century19
Forms of labour recruitment and migration in the 20th century strongly resembled press-
ganging of workers and export of labour by prazo holders in central Mozambique after the
formal abolition of slavery in 1879.20
Yet, to stress continuity between pre-colonial and colonial worlds is to belie the
scale and range of expansion of capitalist enterprises within the southern African region
and the corresponding sharp demand for Mozambican labour in the 20th century. Mines in
South Africa, Rhodesia, and even the Congo recruited Mozambican migrant workers. The
colonial authorities were under pressure to grant recruitment rights to the French Indian
Ocean colonies and to Sao Tome cocoa planters, and themselves needed manual labour for
public works.21 New agricultural enterprises recruiting Mozambican field labour were
established: multinational and British owned plantations of sugar, copra and sisal on the
coast and inland along the great river valleys, highland tea estates in Malawi and Zambe-
zia, settler farms producing food for domestic markets. Railroads and busy ports, linking
Lourenco Marques and Beira to exporters in South Africa, Rhodesia and Nyasaland, were
built and operated by Mozambican workers. Cotton was developed as a new cash-crop with
concessionary companies opening ginning factories throughout the country in the 1940s.
Portugal imported only 190 tonnes of baled cotton fibre from Mozambique in 1930, and
39718 tonnes in 1960.22 Urban industries recruited Mozambican workers, as well as better
paid Portuguese settlers.
Many of these enterprises were speculative ventures, operating in conditions of
precarious profitability. Plantation and mining capital faced the booms and busts of inter-
national export and financial markets.23 Portuguese-owned farms faced competition from
more productive and established fruit, vegetable and maize farms in Rhodesia, and South
Africa.24 After attempts to establish cotton as a settler plantation crop had failed, a 1926
consultant's report suggested that ecological conditions for cotton production were, con-
8trary to expectations, poor in Mozambique.25 All pressured the colonial governments of the
region for guarantees of profitability, for assistance in labour recruitment, and for monop-
sony over labour to drive wages down and keep them low. Portuguese capital was particu-
larly weak relative to other regional capitals. Labour export was criticised by the settler
press and by pressure groups of white employers, but the self-financing basis of the colony
depended heavily on taxes derived from labour export.26
Portuguese colonial authorities responded to these competitive demands in two
ways: first, they resorted to forced labour, both to recruit workers unwilling to accept jobs
under conditions on offer and to drive down wages across the sector; second they at-
tempted to regulate competition among the various sectors of capital.
3.1 Forced labour
Until 1961, under the labour codes of the Indigenato, 'citizens', Portuguese or as-
similated, were those who retained the right to determine where, how and under what
conditions they worked. All able bodied men defined as 'native' were obliged to work, an
obligation considered satisfied only if they had capital sufficient to live off the income, or
exercised a profession, or cultivated fields of a size fixed by statute, or produced export
crops in specified quantities, or did wage-work for a minimum period B fixed at six months
per year.27 Women were initially assumed to have a productive role in agriculture or in the
domestic economy. Men over 60 and under 14 years were exempt, as were the ill, infirm,
police and customary officials. Under the Indigenato, there were two forms of forced
labour, impressment, known as shibalo,28 and forced cropping.
Shibalo included different forms of impressment. Men not satisfying conditions of
exemption were impressed for migrant labour. A small wage was paid when they returned
to their home areas, having satisfactorily completed their six months of work. Both men
and women were impressed for undefined periods of public service to the state, as for road
or rail construction. Both men and women were impressed for variable periods of punitive
labour for non-criminal offences such as not paying one's tax, or escaping from contract
labour. Penal labour was also used for public works and let out to private employers.29
Offences under the forced labour system could be punished by whipping, by penal labour,
or by deportation to the plantations of Sao Tome.
In the 1940s, the forced labour legislation was extended to forced cropping, oblig-
ing peasants, both men and women, in particular areas, to satisfy their obligation to 'work'
9by cultivating, usually on their own land, cotton or rice for obligatory sale to a concession
holder. Within households, particularly in central Mozambique, the two kinds of obligation
sometimes overlapped. Men were recruited for plantation labour while women were
obliged to cultivate cotton.
Coercion under the forced labour legislation was supported by the other institutions
of the Indigenato: access to land under customary tenure, local governance through cus-
tomary chiefs (regulos), and the pass system.30 In 1918 (as elsewhere in southern Africa
about the same time), a land law was passed establishing native reserves, where white
settlement was not allowed, where land could not be bought and sold, and where control
over land was vested in customary officials or chiefs - regulos. Access to land for cultiva-
tion did not prevent workers from demanding higher wages, but it did mean, as Meillas-
soux31 and others insisted, that employers did not have to pay a subsistence wage. Limits
on freehold also impeded the development of Mozambican commercial farmers who might
have competed for labour.32
Everyday administration of the forced labour system depended on customary chiefs
and their police. District administrators received requests for labour and apportioned
recruitment quotas to the different regulos under their jurisdiction. Regulos negotiated with
lineage heads in their territories to identify those who would be recruited. Despite the six-
months provision of the law, many worked successive contracts. Regulos also assured the
payment of taxes out of the migrant worker's deferred wage.
Restriction of personal movement under the pass system was used to enforce la-
bour codes in Mozambique and to prevent employers throughout the region from hiring
workers who had fled from another farm, mine or contractor. Men, women and children
required an express authorisation from the colonial administration for any change of
residence or movement beyond their area of origin. Men of productive age had to pay for
and carry a native identity card, as did adult women living in administrative centres or
towns. The pass system was gendered, restrictions on the movement of women and chil-
dren were tighter than for men; women required the authorisation of their husbands or male
elders of their household as well as that of local authorities to move.33
3.2 Regulation of competition
To use force repetitively would have been costly, both economically and politi-
cally. The Portuguese administration was in some areas thin on the ground.34 Coercion
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complemented state regulation of competition among employers and traders to make it
difficult for workers and peasants to seek higher wages, prices or conditions of employ-
ment.
A regional division of labour in labour recruitment was negotiated through interna-
tional agreements with South African and Rhodesian colonial authorities and accords
between the state and enterprises within Mozambique. Conflicts between South African
mining capital and other mining and plantation capital across the region led to drawing a
line at the 22nd parallel, in Mozambique roughly along the Save River. South of the Save,
South African mining companies competed only with settler farmers for labour. North of
the Save they could not recruit; plantations in Mozambique would thus compete only with
the mines and farms of Rhodesia for labour recruited from central Mozambique and
Malawi. In 1948, the state cotton agency introduced the 'farmer's card' which protected the
bearer from forced labour if he were assiduously cultivating cotton, thus reducing ad hoc
recruitment of plantation and mine labour in northern Mozambique. Although there were
coastal sisal plantations in the North, settlement was discouraged until the 1960s, and
hence presented no competition with cotton for peasant labour. Thus was established the
pattern of regional variation in forms of exploitation that still marks rural class structure
today in Mozambique: mine labour in the south, plantation labour in the centre, and small-
holder cotton in the north.
The regional division of labour was renegotiated over time. In the 1950s, the
JEAC, the state cotton board, surveyed the potential of all cotton-growing areas in Mo-
zambique and recommended the extension of cotton in some areas and its withdrawal from
others.35 Criteria were not purely agronomic. The northern part of Alto-Molocue in Zam-
bezia district, for example, was to be withdrawn from cotton cultivation. It was an area of
recruitment for the tea plantations and could potentially be a food marketing area at a time
when plantations were having difficulty acquiring rations cheaply. In 1958, when the
Zambezi plantations were losing workers to Rhodesia, and the Rhodesian colonial gov-
ernment was beginning to worry about rural unemployment, recruitment of Mozambicans
was legally abolished, though clandestine flows did not stop.
The colonial government collaborated with large capital to reduce competition for
labour and to hold down prices paid for peasant crops. The South African Chamber of
Mines was allowed to set up a common recruitment service, WENELA, for both gold and
coal mines with offices in rural areas in southern Mozambique. Runners were sent out from
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these offices to inform the regulos about recruitment needs.36 When tea production ex-
panded in Upper Zambezia, small producers were pressured to join a gremio that regulated
offences such as hiring workers who had deserted from another plantation.37 In coastal
zones, the state used the forced labour codes and enforced statutory payment of rent in
money to break the labour-rent arrangements employed by old land-owning elites that
blocked access to labour for mine and plantation recruitment.38 In the cotton-growing
areas, each concessionary company was given exclusive right of purchase within a par-
ticular zone, usually that surrounding their ginning factories.
Despite this state-regulated regional division of labour there were overlapping and
constantly renegotiated competitive demands for labour throughout rural areas. State
regulation, pass-laws, the regional division of labour and sector wide cooperation were not
sufficient to eliminate competition for labour and to ensure a co-ordinated labour policy.
Plantations tried to protect their labour reserves from the incursions of small-holder cash-
cropping. Sena Sugar Estates, for example, introduced forced cropping of cotton by women
in its reserve areas in a negotiated attempt to ward off its introduction for men. WENELA,
the Chamber of Mines recruitment agency, had its agents in local recruitment offices
provide information on political conditions and potential competition for labour.39 Traffic
in Mozambican workers to farms in Natal thrived even when it was prohibited by Portu-
guese and South African governments in the interests of the mine labour convention.40
Reconciling competitive demands for labour was one of the principal tasks of dis-
trict administrators, a recurrent theme of official correspondence in colonial archives. In
the then single province of Cabo Delgado/Niassa in 1954, the governor attempted to
resolve labour conflicts between the sisal growers and Sagal, the cotton company, by
authorising the growers to collaborate in the capture of those individuals who did not
cultivate cotton fields of a proper size.41
Settler farmers felt themselves disadvantaged in competition for labour with
stronger mining and plantation capital and turned to the local administration to recruit
short-term seasonal labour at times of peak labour demand. Both administrators and
regulos were known to take gifts and bribes to fulfil requests without sticking closely to
regulations that limited, for example, how many months of forced labour a man could be
obliged to do during a year. In return for a small gift (saguate) regulos in the lower Lim-
popo Valley would organise a labour round-up.42 Women and children provided most of
this seasonal labour for settler farms since men were often migrant workers. Local workers
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were preferred for short-term seasonal work since lodging did not have to be provided.
3.3 The interdependence of markets: forced and free, labour and commodity
One of the most tragic misconceptions in socialist Mozambique was that forced la-
bour had been an alternative to the development of markets.43 In fact coercion operated
through markets, not against them; it integrated markets rather than segmenting or frag-
menting them. It linked forced labour with free labour, and peasant cash-cropping with
wage-labour.
Forced labour held down wages in general for manual labour because voluntary
contract work satisfied the obligation to work under forced labour legislation. Over their
working-lives, and sometimes even within an agricultural year, the same people did both
shibalo and voluntary labour under contract. Within the same work-place, the same kinds
of manual labour were done by both contract and forced workers. They were housed under
similar dormitory conditions and subject to the same forms of discipline. Both groups were
paid in the same way; wages were discounted for the cost of food and paid by the local
administrator only when they returned to their home area. Newitt notes that Sena Sugar
used contract labour, but returned periodically to recruitment of shibalo workers in times
of labour shortage, as during World War II.44 A 1946 labour census for Lugela, a Zambezia
district with tea and sisal plantations and forced cotton-cropping, showed 11,688 men to
be productive workers.45 Of these 6,112 were recruited for shibalo, 4663 as voluntary
workers on plantations and 127 for administration and public works. In these conditions,
the minimum wage set by the state for forced labour for a particular region exerted a strong
downwards pressure on the prevailing wage for manual labour.
In southern Mozambique voluntary contract work on the mines or migration to the
city were alternatives to shibalo. Contracts were not necessarily freely signed; a former
WENELA recruiter explained how administrators helped out when recruitment was low,
setting up road-blocks where tax-defaulters were snared and offered the choice between
penal labour and a WENELA contract46. Settler farmers relied longer and more extensively
on shibalo than did the plantations,47 but also hired voluntary workers for permanent
skilled jobs and for some short-term casual work. Settlers in the Baixo-Limpopo found
recruitment links with local families more reliable than shibalo; the settler provided food
- maize meal, beans, dried fish, salt sugar and bread - the cost of which was taken out of
the wage.48
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Similarly forced cash-cropping, particularly of cotton, extended commodity pro-
duction, but neither created nor entirely displaced free crop marketing. As with shibalo,
it was possible to be dispensed from forced cropping by obtaining recognition as a special-
ised commercial producer of other corps. Besides cotton and rice, forced crops, there was
a broad and changing range of produce marketed by the peasantry: livestock, oil crops -
sesame, peanuts, copra, mafurra , and new cash-crops introduced by local traders - kapok,
sunflower, and particularly cashew. The development of plantations created a demand for
cheap staple foods, principally maize and dried cassava, that was not satisfied by settler
farms.49 The colonial state extensively promoted production of cashew and cassava in
cotton-growing areas in the 1950s.50 Both were considered to be complementary to cotton
in terms of seasonal labour demand. In 1955, textile-crops, mainly cotton, made up 46%
of the value of marketed peasant production in northern Mozambique, but 41% came from
oil-seeds freely grown and marketed.51 Monopsonistic state controls in these markets were
more difficult to maintain than for cotton, but the underlying threat of cash-cropping and
shibalo held down prices for peasant-marketed produce. Even cotton itself was after 1946
grown by some on a voluntary basis, with improved state provisioning of incentives,
extension, transport and storage,52 while others, particularly women in the more marginal
cotton areas, grew cotton under the continuing blows of overseers.
Forced labour forged interdependence in labour and agricultural commodity mar-
kets and thus between wage labour and petty commodity production. Particularly in central
and southern Mozambique, it became almost impossible over time to distinguish sharply
between worker and peasant households. Under the forced labour statues, specialised
commercial production could also be adjudged by the local administration to satisfy the
obligation to work. Although all able-bodied men were by law subject to forced labour, as
they grew older, and became senior figures in their own lineages, they were increasingly
unlikely to be recruited for shibalo. Many of these marketed substantial crop and livestock
surpluses. Further, forced cropping was extended to women even in the labour reserve
areas of the south and centre. In Gaza, Inhambane, Zambezia, Sofala and Tete provinces,
for example, women were obliged to grow rice and cotton even when their husbands, sons,
brothers, fathers and fathers-in-law were contract plantation workers. After the imposition
of forced cotton cropping in the northern provinces, labour contracting was reduced but
shibalo was still used as a sanction. In 1951, the provincial government of Niassa declared
that any male who failed to produce 400 kg. of cotton would be sent to work on tea planta-
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tions, and in 1959, the governor of Nampula required agricultores de algodão to sell a
minimum of 750 escudos worth of cotton to retain their exemption from contract labour.53
There were two major dimensions of variation in the patterns of market integration
under the forced labour regime: region and gender. Although there was increased capitalist
farming in the north after the abolition of forced labour, the extent of dependence on wage-
labour in rural livelihoods was less than in the rest of the country. There were also intra-
provincial or even intra-district differences across all regions between areas that were
labour reserves and those that were centres of peasant cash-cropping. These regional
differences are still important today, as is implicit in the exchange between and Cramer and
Pontara.
The fact that male/female ratios remain an indicator of migration today reflects the
second dimension of variation in patterns of market integration and underlying forms of
exploitation - gender. Men more often than women confronted capital directly, either as
wage-workers or sellers of commodities. Rural labour codes specified that men, not
women, would be recruited as migrant labourers. Women's mobility was more sharply
constrained by the pass system, and women were required to bear responsibility for food
production. In cotton growing areas, men's cotton plots were twice as large as those of
women, and men were considered to be the principal market agent in the household, even
though women did much of the weeding and harvesting work on all plots. Only when men
were physically absent, as in the irrigated rice-schemes of Gaza and Zambezia, were
women recognised under the forced labour system as being their own market agents.54
There was then great variation and complexity in the functioning of forced labour,
but there was also a general structural pattern - accumulation of capital - based on the ways
coercion linked wage-labour, cash-cropping and non-marketed production. Wage-labour
relations were not uniformly imposed, but for all rural people the colonial period revolu-
tionised rural livelihoods to make wage-labour an alternative. Returning again to the
contrast between Gaza and Nampula, Figure 1 does not show only difference in class
structure between the two provinces. It also indicates that there is some migration out of
rural Nampula and that it differs across age-groups, indicating that migrants tend to return
as they grow older to an agricultural base. This is the process of proletarianisation - not to
make everyone a wage-worker (both the unemployed and the many women and children
who do unpaid work know that to be untrue even in advanced capitalist economies ) but
the construction of a world where people buy and sell labour-power. Though history cannot
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be reduced to the logic of capital, capital, despite competition and imperfect control over
the state, did have a logic in colonial Mozambique. What then was the impact of the
opposing logic of resistance?
4. RESISTING SHIBALO AND FORCED CROPPING
There are two principal Marxist criticisms of the literature of resistance (including
Scott's 'hidden transcripts' and 'weapons of the weak'): first, that it is populist, failing to see
differentiation in peasant response; second, that it does not distinguish between protest that
challenges the system and that which allows people to just get by within it.55 Insurrection
is the same as foot-shuffling; singing about suffering is the same as doing something about
it. These objections are well taken if the question that we are trying to understand is how
organised political protest and revolutionary emancipatory change have developed. The
resistance literature powerfully documents, however, that class struggle is reflected in a
very broad range of practices of resistance. The forms they take are always shaped by the
struggles of oppressors as well as those of the oppressed, and they may turn the exploited
into exploiters. Resistance to forced cropping and shibalo in Mozambique, grounded in
peasants' attempts to defend their livelihoods, crystallised confrontation with the institu-
tions of the colonial state, but they also drew people more firmly into capitalist relations
of production.
There is a growing corpus of historical work on resistance to shibalo and to forced
cropping of cotton.56 The concept of livelihoods helps us to recognise that what we find
in these histories is, despite the polemical power of Cooper's phrase, something much more
complex, concrete and varied than people fighting not to become a class. Men and women
struggled in different ways in different parts of the country and in different periods to
defend and improve their livelihoods. Only rarely do we hear them thinking of themselves
in terms as abstract as class; their aspirations and concerns were much more concrete.
The central theme of this literature on resistance to forced labour in Mozambique
is not confrontation with capital but evasion. Evidence of collective action by plantation
workers B strikes and work-stoppages - has been difficult to find for the period of forced
labour.57 Between 1930 and 1960 Sena Sugar Estate records show only one collective
demand for higher wages, by river-steamer crews.58 Vail and White report, however, that
in 1961, just before forced labour was legally abolished a group of workers demonstrated
for a pay increase at a tea plantation in Zambezia (Police fired on them and killed fifteen).59
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Similarly, Isaacman, who has with Mozambican colleagues done extensive re-
search on resistance to forced cotton cultivation, found that producers rarely openly refused
to plant cotton.60 Most cases of boycott took place when cotton was introduced in a par-
ticular area. The most militant of these was at Buzi in 1947. Several thousand women,
many of whom were the wives or mothers of workers on nearby cane plantations, organ-
ised a strike to refuse (unsuccessfully) to accept cotton seed. Both sides in the strike saw
the issue to be related to work in the cane-fields. Company officials claimed that the
women were being manipulated by their husbands, while women argued that had no time
to grow cotton with men working on the plantations.
The most notable protest of cotton growers was presented by a nationalist group,
the Makonde National Union, at a meeting with the administrator of Mueda district.61 They
were demanding the end of forced labour, the right to recruit new members to their cotton
marketing association, the opening of more shops and the free marketing of goats, chicken
and eggs at acceptable prices. The spokespersons were arrested, the crowd erupted in
protest, the administrator gave the order to open fire and hundreds were killed. 
There is of course still much research to do on histories of resistance and protest,
especially outside archives. Nonetheless, in a world where even basic political rights of
assembly and franchise were denied to the colonised subject, where corporal punishment,
detention and deportation were so routinely used, and where demonstrations were sup-
pressed by force of arms, it is not surprising that evasion should have been a common
pattern of everyday resistance to forced labour.
Evasion did not constitute escape. These struggles to defend livelihoods did not re-
constitute a pre-capitalist or pre-colonial world, and certainly not a space outside the world
of commodities.62 When women in Buzi refused cotton seed, they borrowed the language
of strikes from their cane-cutting husbands. When peasants in Mueda demanded an end to
forced cropping, they also asked for higher prices for their chickens. Ranger recognised
that resistance is not the recovery of the past or even the freezing of the present; he saw
'self peasantisation' in Makoni as something new, though something which took place in
defiance of the economic future envisaged by the colonial regime for the district.63 None-
theless his conclusion that constructing alternatives to wage-labour constituted 'peasantisa-
tion' and gave rise to a distinctive 'peasant consciousness' is less convincing, for it reduces
a complex whole to the appearance of moments within it. Experiences of peasantisation,
depeasantisation and repeasantisation have occurred and recurred in greater or lesser
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density in colonial Mozambique, as in Zimbabwe. The linkages between forced and free
labour, and between labour and commodity markets meant, however, that each experience
of successful peasant production took place within a developing structure of capitalist class
relations.
Resistance to forced cropping and forced labour was thus formed by class struggle;
each act of resistance elicited a response, not necessarily coherent or efficient, from capital
and the state. Evasion rarely allowed more than transient withdrawal from capitalist rela-
tions of production. This does not mean that the struggles of rural people were without
consequence or that they had no political impact. To the contrary, if we survey the cata-
logue of resistance that historians have assembled, we can see that resistance to forced
labour, like forced labour itself, propelled proletarianisation in a number of ways.
Resistance operated through spaces created by competition among different capitalist
interests that allowed workers to abandon one employer for another and even to flee
across borders - in search of another paid job.
One way to resist shibalo was absenteeism, particularly effective in times of labour
shortage or if workers came from nearby areas. In the 1950s, the absenteeism rates on sisal
plantations in Nampula were around 60 percent and between 45 to 55 percent at the Mar-
romeu sugar estate in Sofala.64 Workers on tea estates, both contract and shibalo, fled from
harsh employers - to other plantations. Tea planters in Zambezia stole each other's workers
during the World War II years of labour shortage. If caught, however, fugitive workers
were subject to beatings and penal labour. The administrator of Mopeia, the recruitment
area for the Marromeu plantations, resolved the absenteeism problem by increased use of
corporal punishment.65 The political and economic hegemony of big plantation capital in
the Zambezi valley underlies Vail and White's conclusion that in the equating of cheap
labour with forced labour remained partly valid until 1974.66
A more effective way for men to resist shibalo was to find a better job first,
whether within Mozambique or elsewhere in the region. Penvenne has traced how the
working class of Maputo grew both through shibalo impressment (dockers and rubbish-
men) and evasion of it.67 Permanent work on settler farms was better than being a season-
ally recruited shibalo worker. In central Mozambique, signing a contract with the planta-
tions was a better option than impressment. The expansion of mining at Moatize gave
workers in Tete an alternative to plantation-labour.68
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Better wages in neighbouring countries made transnational migration the preferred
form of resistance to shibalo for young men in labour reserve areas and even for some in
cotton-growing areas. In defending themselves against labour monopsony and forced
recruitment, men particularly, younger men, sought alternative kinds of work, migrating
across southern and eastern Africa, sometimes following older traditions of tramping, or
even perhaps using the pre-colonial cohort organisation that was employed by warlords.69
In central Mozambique, some signed contracts with the RNLB (Rhodesian Native
Labour Board). Although those caught travelling without a pass were impressed for penal
labour many preferred to cross clandestinely for work on mines and farms in Rhodesia.
Some managed to move stepwise on to South Africa, thus subverting the regional labour
divide.70 The undocumented had to avoid normal routes, border patrols and ferry crossings,
for if they were picked up the were channelled directly on to the RNLB for assignment to
the worst mines.71 Migrant miners took advantage of labour shortages to desert one boss
for another, and passed on information about bad work conditions on particular mines.
Personal names, maize varieties, house-decoration, the language of work72 and evangelical
religious movements reflect these labour histories of resistance through border-crossing.
In southern Mozambique, Harris argued, the threat of shibalo underlay the appar-
ently voluntary massive signing up of young men for work on the South African mines.73
In life-histories recorded in southern Mozambique,74 former migrant workers stressed that
they avoided shibalo on settler farms by migrating, officially under contract or clandes-
tinely. A former miner from Inhambane lived on the property of a big landowner and
thought he would be safe from shibalo. But the landowner charged him 40 escudos a year
for the use of a rice plot and then left him no time to work it, so he ran away to the mines.75
There was also great deal of undocumented migration in the South; in the 1950s South
Africa and the colonial government struggled to control the movement of Mozambican
agricultural workers, men and women, to Natal, where farmers breached labour accords
to hire them.76
Labour migration across borders to Tanzania, Kenya, Malawi or Zambia was also
a way for men to avoid forced cropping in the North.77 In the mid 1950s, 27,000 Mozambi-
can Makondes were living in Tanganyika out of a population of around 100,000; there
were also about 96,500 Makhuas and about 127,000 Ajauas, many of whom were Mozam-
bican migrants.78
Evasion through migration was more difficult for women than for men. Pass laws
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were more strict for women; movement also required the permission of a male relative.79
In Mozambique, just as Bozzoli80 pointed out for South Africa, male elders collaborated
with colonial authorities to keep women at home. It was easier for women to evade this
control in southern Mozambique where the growth of an urban settler community in the
1950s created a demand for women as domestic workers.81
There are instances recorded of entire communities emigrating to avoid forced
cotton-cropping in both southern and northern Mozambique. In 1939-40, administrators
along the border with Swaziland and South Africa and in Manjacaze said people burned
their huts and crossed the border rather than cultivate cotton.82 Led by their regulos,
communities fled across borders to Malawi, Zambia and Tanzania to avoid forced cotton-
cropping.83 Flight to these neighbouring regions constituted of course, neither withdrawal
from colonial domination nor the market. They were met by another colonial administra-
tion, restricted access to land and rural poverty.
Since conditions of shibalo recruitment and forced cropping varied by district,
communities also moved within Mozambique in times of heightened shibalo recruitment,
and under the pressures of forced cropping.84 In Niassa, some actually managed to with-
draw to the mountains and evade Portuguese control. The story of the rebel community that
under the leadership of its chief Namcaoma (whose name means rebel) fled to the top of
Mount Mutuene in Cuamba and thus avoided labour obligations and taxes, has assumed
the proportions of myth in Mozambican national imagination. The rebels are said to have
lived by eating bananas and herding goats, to have beat off repeated Portuguese attacks and
to have survived nearly to the end of the colonial period.85 Nonetheless, such successful
flights were few and generally transient, not constituting a definitive withdrawal from the
market and colonial domination.
Resistance to shibalo through flight was not therefore an escape from proletariani-
sation, but a way of finding a better paid job, or any job. The routinisation of occasional
wage-labour in the organisation of rural livelihoods meant that any contraction of wage-
employment or decline in commodity prices brought deepening poverty not release. By the
1930s young men were crossing borders in search of employment even when forced labour
was not in great use. Newitt observes:
At first sight it may seem paradoxical that this great increase in emigration oc-
curred during a decade when forced labour in Mozambique showed a marked de-
cline. However, both the increase in emigration and the abandonment of forced
labour has to be seen against a background of the great depression and the col-
lapse of commodity prices. Wages were forced steadily down and the freedom
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to contact one's labour voluntarily was a freedom to be exercised in a world of
shrinking economic opportunities.86
Cotton producers sabotaged their own production so that their areas would be reclas-
sified - making their labour appropriate for another form of exploitation or com-
moditisation.
The successful way to evade forced cropping was not to flee but to show through
poor yields that one's land was not suitable for cotton. Companies required a certain
volume of production to make ginning and marketing profitable in a particular area; one
of the tasks of the JEAC was to decide which areas were agronomically suitable. In some
areas, therefore, peasants worked at lowering cotton yields, by, for example, parboiling
cotton seeds before planting.87 They refused to tear up and burn old plants, willingly
compromising future yields.88 In protest against carrying 50 kg. bags of cotton long dis-
tances to marketing points, they sometimes risked detention by strewing cotton along the
roadside as they went.89 Tactics of withdrawal worked best in labour reserve areas or in
districts where the administration recognised alternative commercial crops.
There was no strong artisanal weaving tradition in Mozambique as there was in
parts of the Sahel90 to compete for cotton. Unginned cotton is bulky and thus difficult to
transport. Only in some border areas were there occasional possibilities of improving the
terms of trade by smuggling cotton for sale in adjoining countries.91 Thus it was difficult
for cotton producers to break the companies' monopsony. Producers could subvert the
grading and weighing system, by hiding poor quality cotton in bags of first quality or
mixing a wide variety of small hard objects with the cotton. Such deception was, however,
grounds for detention and beating. It was also only a marginal defence against the compa-
nies' tendency to under weigh and to classify first quality cotton as second. Despite mass
detentions, there were also some organised boycotts, with peasants burning their cotton or
refusing to sell in protest at low prices. The point about many of these protests, however,
is exactly that; they were protests about the level of prices, not attempts to withdraw from
the market.
Men, particularly, but not only, resisted forced labour by becoming specialised com-
modity producers, intensifying labour demands on women and children and/or mo-
bilising extra-familial labour - becoming themselves employers of wage-labour.
Colonial legislation provided an alternative way of avoiding forced labour and
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forced cropping - voluntarily becoming a specialised commercial producer. The issuance
of a farmer's card (cartão do agricultor) protected the holder from forced labour. New
commercial crops were introduced throughout the colonial period by peasants and migrant-
workers themselves, as well as by traders, administrators, and settler farmers. In border
districts like Sussundenga, Angonia, and Milange, peasant farmers in Manica, Tete and
Zambezia sold maize on both sides of the border.92
Though neither domestic plantation wages nor income from cotton allowed for the
accumulation of an investment fund, remittances permitted some migrants to invest in
cattle, wagons, sledges and ploughs in southern Mozambique and Manica. In southern
Mozambique, missions were allowed to set up a few Christian communities (on the South
African model) where men were not subject to forced labour and which became centres of
agricultural innovation and marketing.93 Isaacman and Chilundo94 argue that chiefs were
principally those who gained from cotton, but that small number of cotton producers -
teachers, itinerant merchants, returning migrant labourers, prosperous peasants and highly
paid cotton gin workers - employed labourers from a pool of impoverished peasants living
in adjacent regions. In 1955, towards the end of the forced labour period, a law was enacted
governing the creation of 'native co-operative societies,' on lines similar to the marketing
co-operatives of British East Africa. A special cotton fund was set up to promote indige-
nous cultivators. Though more widely discussed than implemented, and limited to areas
where there would not be competition for labour with settler farms, successful co-
operatives were set up in northern Cabo Delgado and in some localities of the South such
as Zavala and Baixo-Limpopo.95 In Mueda in the late 1950s, for example, joining the
cotton producers' association (SAAVM) assured exemption from recruitment for the
Mpanga sisal estates.96 A very small number of Mozambicans were also allowed entry with
secondary status in the 1950s to the Limpopo settlement scheme.97
Until the 1960s, an alliance of WENELA, settler farmers and plantation capital
successfully lobbied the state to limit these schemes and to restrict the number of recog-
nised black commercial farmers. They opposed the development of any indigenous rural
petty bourgeoisie that would hinder their access to cheap labour by increasing competition
for seasonal labour while drying up their reserves. The cotton companies feared that small
commercial farmers would drop cotton for less labour demanding and better earning cash-
crops. Peasants were allowed to purchase up to two hectares of commercial land outside
the reserves, but to do so they had to demonstrate financial capacity and to pay for demar-
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cation and survey.98 By regulating traders' licenses and export permits, the state limited the
development of black commercial farmers. A commission of black agricultores in Manica
in 1944, for example, wrote to district administration complaining that white farmers
received three times more than they did for their maize.99
Those who were able to defend themselves against forced labour by becoming
commercial farmers thus employed both forced and wage-labour and were most often
themselves skilled or privileged wage-workers. Customary authorities and their close kin
were the most significant group of commercial farmers until the 1960s; their position was
largely dependent on political privilege. Through control over allocation of land, they had
access to better commercial land. They also used forced penal labour in their own fields.
In Manjacaze, women cultivated rice for the regulo.100 Similarly Geffray,101 describes how
the regulos and lineage elders in Nampula monopolised cashew growing when the crop
was first introduced, impressing workers to plant, clean and harvest their groves.
Women, particularly but not only, resisted intensification of labour and protected
subsistence by adapting a range of manufactured commodities into the everyday or-
ganisation of livelihoods - in ways that made producing for the market or selling la-
bour-power not an option but a necessity.
Tension between food crops and the forced crops of rice and cotton was inherent
in the forced-cropping system. As a rain-fed crop, with heavy weeding demands, cotton
cultivation was particularly onerous, competing with food crops for field clearing, weeding
and harvesting. Women, who weeded the 2 hectare plots assigned to them and helped with
the larger plots of men in the household, sought ways to minimise the time they put into
cotton in order to feed and care for their families. Cotton money was usually held by men,
and under any circumstances was not sufficient to buy food for household subsistence.
Intercropping was forbidden, but the proximity of cotton and food plots made it difficult
for field bosses to assure that peasants were not diverting labour from cotton to food.
Especially during weeding season, however, this meant hoeing food plots early in the
morning and late to sunset, with peasants themselves extending the working day. Popula-
tion increase in the colonial period is sometimes attributed to pacification and the im-
provement of medical services. Each may have had its importance, but in Mozambique this
increase was only made possible by women's struggles against the intensification of work
in cotton to provide the care and food children needed to survive. The success of this
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struggle was also reflected in the low yields registered for cotton in many areas102.
The administration fought peasant resistance to cotton by regrouping fields along
roads or tracks (picadas) to facilitate supervision. Existing tenure rights were no longer
observed in the choice of these sites. In Lugela, Zambezia, cotton producers explained how
the capatazes would perch in trees along the picada to survey many producers at one time
and quickly spy out the recalcitrant or absent.103 The cotton trucks could pass easily along
the picadas to distribute seed and pick up cotton at local marketing points. Peasants from
Netia in Nampula described the intensification of work under the picada system:
On the picada we worked from five in the morning until five in the evening, first
in our cotton field and then in the food fields. We worked under the constant su-
pervision of our headmen and régulos, of the cotton agents and their foremen, of
the sipaios and police from the administrative post in Netia. The didn't let us rest,
watching us always to keep us from leaving the picada. Who really controlled
everything on the picadas though was the administrator of Netia and the head of
the cotton company in Namialo.104
In the 1950s, in areas known to have good growing conditions for cotton, the com-
panies, under administrative pressure, improved extension services in some cotton
schemes. The number of producers fell, and there was a gradual increase in the average
area per producer and per hectare in the 1950s.105 Productivity of both land and of each
individual grower remained low, however, troubling for cultivation of a crop that uses so
much of both. More land was put under cotton, but rotation and periodic fallowing were
abandoned; cotton was grown year after year on the same land. The impasse in forced
cotton cropping prompted harsh critique of the system by some of the colonial officials
involved in it.106
The struggle to protect livelihoods - to defend both subsistence and leisure - did
not, however, depend only on women extending the working day or diverting labour from
cotton when overseers were absent. They also introduced news ways of working and began
to use new manufactured commodities in the kind of initiatives Isaacman and others have
called coping.107 These changes in livelihoods reflected the divergent local histories of
different regions. In migrant labour areas the recurrent absence of younger men cut into
labour available for field clearance and preparation. In southern Mozambique (and parts
of Manica and Tete), this was partially redressed by the rapid switch to ploughing and
intensive cultivation of alluvial soils. Those with ox and ploughs acquired through work
on the mines rented out their teams for ploughing or transport or ploughed for kin and
friends in return for labour cooperation. Some women took on tasks like ploughing and
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caring for cattle which they had not been previously allowed to do.108 Those with few
resources cleared plots in light sandy soils, easy to work but also not very productive. In
central Mozambique and parts of the north, women compensated for seasonal loss of men's
labour by using the same fields over and over, carefully burying vegetal material in mounds
that were broken down and rebuilt each year. Remittances from migrant remittances were
used to buy food and beer for a work-party, or to pay neighbours, particularly children, to
help with tasks of cultivation.
These changes in the organisation of agricultural production entailed systematic
dependence on purchased inputs though the kind and quantity varied regionally B metal
hoe-blades, ploughs, wagons, sledges, dipping, hybrid seeds.109 Patterns of consumption
shifted and domestic work changed, as consumer goods acquired through wage-work and
marketing became part of everyday life B cloth (capulanas), blankets, tin pails for transport
and measure, matches, oil, salt, kerosene, anti-malarials. In the South, mine wages were
invested in cisterns, roofing material, and bedsteads, while in central Mozambique return-
ing migrants put glass in the windows of their carefully decorated and solidly built perma-
nent houses. Remittances could be used to purchase food locally in times of shortage or
crop-failure, and southern migrants sent bags of maize flour to their families from South
Africa. Some new goods and services vastly simplified or reduced women's labour B grain
milling, cisterns, oil. They thus served in their defence of the subsistence of their families
and the struggle against the intensification of their labour while binding them into the
market.
The concept of livelihoods helps us to see how inextricably linked production for
use and production for exchange became under forced labour regimes. The cotton capu-
lana that carried the child, the plough that cut through heavy alluvial soils and the tin that
transported water made it possible to combine cash-cropping, migrant labour and produc-
tion of everyday subsistence. Both forced labour and resistance to it enmeshed the everyday
routines of rural men and women in the market, making participation in the market not a
choice, but a necessity. Demand for new kinds of commodities was rooted in broad
changes in the organisation of livelihoods B transforming patterns of farming, residence
and household formation, consumption and property.
Gender and generational tensions implicit in developing commodity production rede-
fined the meaning of cooperation and sharing - making wage-labour both a mode of
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resistance and a mechanism of security for the impoverished.
Some forms of resistance to forced labour and cropping B particularly the tendency
of men to obtain recognition as 'agricultores' by mobilising the labour of junior men and
women to increase their cash-cropping B exacerbated tensions of gender and generation
(well highlighted by theorists of the 'lineage mode of production')110. Over time these led
to changes in the organisation of residence, property and relationship to the market. In
migrant labour reserves, labour demands fell particularly hard on young women, who, in
areas of virilocal residence were newcomers to the household. They were beginning to bear
children and their bridewealth had not always been paid. Conflicts with in-laws led to
break-up of some of these marriages and the emergence of women-headed households
particularly if an absent husband was not remitting regularly. The following song from
Inhambane, one of many on the same theme, captures this tension.
Yes, yes, oh! mother, I weep for my husband (refrain)
I weep, I suffer in this house, I weep for my husband.
My mother, I don't even have a chicken in my home
Now my mother, my little children are ill; I am alone
Now my mother, I don't get any sleep in this house
Now mother, my little children are ill;
his relatives have deserted/don't help me
Now I weep for the baby who died in my hands
Now mother I don't even have money to consult the diviner
I have performed my duties as daughter-in-law
but my mother-in-law has thrown me out of her home.
Mother, I weep.111
Generational tensions also emerged within households in the cotton growing areas
of central and northern Mozambique where descent is matrilineal and uxorilocal residence
was the norm. Here men were expected to live with their wives' parents and/or do bride-
service working in the cotton fields of their wives' parents.112 Geffray records that headmen
expanded their own cotton production in Erati in Nampula by mobilising the labour of
young men, who were thus forced to divert effort from their own fields.113 He suggests that
what is sometimes interpreted as resistance to cotton as a crop was actually the resistance
of young men to exploitation by lineage elders.114 There was also friction between women
and their mothers over the allocation of work, since women had no control over the granary
until their own daughters married. When cashew was introduced on a large scale in Nam-
pula, headmen at first prohibited planting by subordinate men of the lineage and recruited
labour for large-scale planting. Forced individual planting of cashew seed, which was
distributed with cotton seed, helped younger men to subvert the labour claims of elders.
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Traders and cotton-companies had no particular reason for observing lineage hierarchies
in buying peasant produce. By 1961, not only most headmen, in Erati, but also most men
of the lineage owned cashew trees, which they treated as their own individual property.
These tensions of gender and generation exacerbated by forced cropping and shi-
balo sometimes resulted in rupture of households. In the north, forced resettlement along
picadas loosened matrilineal rules of land access and uxorilocal household formation;
some couples moved separately to the picada. Young men migrated as an alternative to
bride-service. In the South, where almost all men migrated, some women left their in-laws,
to return to their own families, to set up their own households or to move to urban areas.
These smaller households, often with less social support, were those most vulnerable to
illness and crop-failure. From their ranks came those who did casual wage-labour, on piece
or target rate, or for food.
In song, sculpture, dance and acerbic jest, peasants and workers both expressed their
suffering under the forced labour system and ridiculed their oppressors, challenging
the terms under which they worked and sold the products of their labour but also
normalising a world of labour migration and commodity exchange.
The mother-in-law plaint registered above is part of a rich corpus of songs of pro-
test gathered by historians in rural areas of Mozambique.115 Two themes dominate the
songs - suffering and ridicule. 'We are being tortured by cotton, We are fed up from suf-
fering under the Portuguese.'116 For an overseer, 'This monkey is stopping here, why? He
is stopping here because he has nothing else to do.'117
Isaacman argues that a culture of opposition was constructed through such songs:
'Defiance of the dominant culture was an act of empowerment and often heightened peas-
ant opposition, which in turn influenced their consciousness.'118 The songs complain of the
conditions under which people worked - of the measly prices paid for cotton or the cruelty
and stupidity of overseers, or the pain of losing one's husband to the mines, but they also
normalise a world of cash-cropping and labour migration. A woman from Cabo Delgado
told Isaacman that chiefs, overseers and police who understood their songs often disre-
garded their mocking tone and discounted their subversive potential, as long as the women
kept working while they were singing.119 In themselves, songs, dance, sculpture and jest
could provide only very transient moments of empowerment.
What empowered these local cultures of opposition, turning the normal into the
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contested, was their linkage to broader nationalist ideologies that crossed classes, regions,
gender and age differences and kinds of work. These linkages emerged from histories of
labour migration that exchanged experiences and made new connections in the context of
emerging nationalist movements within southern and eastern Africa. They also emerged
from the processes of rural differentiation and privileges of class that allowed the sons of
chiefs and specialised commercial producers to pursue their studies and to engage with
revolutionary intellectuals outside the boundaries of Mozambique. They were forged, that
is, from the broader processes of proletarianisation that cross-cut and united local struggles.
5. CONCLUSIONS
When forced labour ended in 1961 in Mozambique, the number of permanent
wage-workers was very small and there was certainly no landless proletariat. This was an
economy based on coercion; both wages and prices paid to peasant were very low, and did
not provide most rural families with an alternative to producing their own food. Yet we
cannot possibly understand the dilemmas that rural Mozambicans confront today without
understanding forced labour as part of an irreversible historical process of proletarianisa-
tion. The dialectic between exploitation and resistance in shibalo and forced cropping did
not operate in opposition to labour and commodity markets in colonial Mozambique, but
within them. In doing so, it revolutionised rural livelihoods, turning everyday production
of subsistence dependent on participation in the market.
Wage-labour was not an invariant or irreversible element in this process, particu-
larly since rural people kept access to land. Men who had been wage-labourers often
moved into commercial production later in their lives. Some areas that had been labour-
reserves became in the 1960s strong centres of cash-cropping. Even with the sharp decline
in peasant cotton marketing after 1970, peasant production for food markets and their own
subsistence remained central for reproduction of capitalist production in both country and
city and in all provinces. But dependence was two-sided. A large, though regionally vari-
able, proportion of rural households depended on income from off-farm employment for
the reproduction of their subsistence production. This necessary income came in part from
remittances from migrant workers: miners, farm-workers, urban workers and the self-
employed. It also came from local off-farm employment, including casual labour for large
capitalist farms and small-scale specialised commercial peasant-farmers.
It is true that much Marxist literature on Africa has presented an incomplete view
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of how livelihoods became so inextricably linked to the market in the colonial period.
Images of English enclosures and rural landlessness in Latin America have shaped our
tendency to understand separation from the means of production as inevitably and irre-
versibly the loss of land. We have thus had difficulty understanding why producers were
separated from their means of production in parts of Africa where customary tenure re-
gimes maintained access to land (though not necessarily equitable distribution of it). The
development of wage-labour relations in Mozambique depended not on alienation of land
but on changes in the production of everyday livelihoods that intertwined production for
use and for exchange. Both forced labour and resistance to it linked labour and commodity
markets, making movement in and out of wage-labour part of everyday rural life.
The history of forced labour in Mozambique provides support for the classical
Marxist critique of those who conflate agency with subjective intention (or worse maximi-
sation of individual utility) and oppose structure to agency. Peasants in Mozambique
struggled neither to become a proletariat nor not to become one. Their struggles expressed
their various identities, aspirations, resources and possibilities, but the outcomes of what
they did both reflected and shaped structural consequences beyond their own local visions.
Those fleeing from shibalo on settler farms to the South African mines brought themselves
more firmly into wage-labour relations and collectively influenced the terms of wage-
labour in regional labour markets. Mother-in-laws in Gaza who sought to defend the
subsistence of their households against the demands of forced rice or cotton cropping by
pressuring their daughters-in-law to work harder did not intend to create women-headed
households dependent on casual wage-labour. Those who signed up for credit and exten-
sion schemes for cotton did not intend to become petty capitalists, but they could not finish
their weeding without wage-labour. Capitalist enterprises and state-agencies coercively
recruiting contract workers in Mozambique were only trying to assure a cheap, rural-based
labour force, not to create a mobile migrant regional labour-market, and certainly not a
politically militant inter-class nationalist opposition.
The concept of multiple livelihoods allows us to look at aspects of the forced la-
bour system which the first round of pioneering work on proletariansiation in southern
Africa did not adequately explore. If, however, we allow 'thick description' of rural liveli-
hoods to displace rather than complement class analysis, we compromise our understand-
ing of the dynamics of both forced labour and proletarianisation, and of their implications
for the options faced by rural people in Mozambique today. The historical processes of
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commoditisation, shaped by forced labour, made labour everywhere in Mozambique a
potentially saleable commodity. Though wage labour is neither inevitable nor irreversible,
this revolutionary process, proletarianisation in its broader sense, is irreversible.120 Crises
of accumulation and restructuring of capital in southern Africa have led to unemployment
in formal wage-sectors, yet young people continue to flow out of rural areas looking for
jobs. It is ironic, perhaps tragic, that the concept of proletarianisation, which helps us to
understand this process, should be today dismissed in discussions of rural livelihoods in
southern Africa.
Worse still is to reduce the documentation of livelihoods to description of how in-
dividuals strategically manage their resources, abstracting from cross-cutting structural
relations of class and power, and reducing agency to individual choice. For then it becomes
very difficult to see how forms of collective action can and have changed both options and
the ways they are envisaged. Dominant theoretical discourse now polarises macro/ micro
and structure/agency and then tells us that the first terms are illusory abstractions, that
social patterns can only be aggregation of the exercise of individual agency (choice) at the
micro-level. To the contrary, structure is contingent and contradictory; agency is structured.
By focussing on forced labour, it could be argued, I have loaded the argument; most find
game-playing to be a distasteful metaphor for shibalo and forced cropping. I have done so,
however, precisely because rural life in southern Africa today cannot be understood by an
analytical approach that treats history only as context for individual choice. The colonial
past, constructed through class struggle by workers and peasants as well as capitalists and
colonial bureaucrats, lives on in the contradictory realities of proletarianisation.
'Men make their own history, but they do not make it as they please; they do not
make it under self-selected circumstances, but under circumstances existing al-
ready, given and transmitted from the past,' Karl Marx, The Eighteenth Burlier
of Louis Bonaparte.
                   Proportion of peasant population in total population 15 and over per province Mozambique Census 1997
POPULACAO OCUPADA DE 15 ANOS E MAIS POR RAMO DE ACTIVIDADE SEGUNDO AREA DE RESIDENCIA, SEXO E
OCUPACAO PRINCIPAL. IIRGPH, 1997.
Niassa Cabo
Delgado
Nampula Zambezia Tete Manica Sofala Inhamban
e
Gaza Maputo
prov.
Maputo
City
Men
peasants 106,815 241,147 488,316 432,293 156,764 89,781 107,597 124,709 91,904 32,171 3,992
Total 134,513 286,461 643,273 547,111 193,174 149,848 225,823 186,622 143,098 137,878 183,344
1997 79.41% 84.18% 75.91% 79.01% 81.15% 59.91% 47.65% 66.82% 64.22% 23.33% 2.18%
Women
peasants 120,108 295,287 589,994 584,796 199,776 132,254 195,081 268,495 260,297 94,286 18,153
Total 125,968 302,882 608,336 600,740 209,391 146,491 217,015 293,117 276,438 136,282 117,615
Percentage 95.35% 97.49% 96.98% 97.35% 95.41% 90.28% 89.89% 91.60% 94.16% 69.18% 15.43%
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